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About This Game

Gnomoria is a sandbox village management game where you help lead a small group of gnomes, who have set out on their own,
to thrive into a bustling kingdom! Anything you se 5d3b920ae0
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A bit of a learning curve, but very fun! After playing a single map for a long time and building up lots of gnomes, the game gets
a little slow and the frame-rate drops. I believe this game is running on a single thread. If it were multi-threaded I would enjoy it
a lot more. I really want to make a massive town, but once I cross 35 gnomes the game becomes really frustrating. I am building
a new PC, upgrading from a FX-8150 to a Ryzen 2700X. I am hoping the massive increase to single thread rating will allow me
to fulfill my Gnomoria dreams.
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